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A recent regulatory communication read as 
follows:  “High frequency trading (HFT) – 
We are currently working on getting the 

National Futures Association to take a look at HFT 
in terms of whether it provides an unfair advan-
tage to some market participants and interferes 
with the functioning of the markets…”

A separate agenda aimed at curbing proprietary 
trading at banks was started by economist Paul 
Voelcker.  His main concern and justification are 
to prevent the banks from further endangering 
their clients’ safe deposits by placing them at risk.  
He also reminded the banks about the already 
big privilege they have of creating credit, and 
presumably insinuating that prop trading violates 
a banking license.

As an old timer and former Federal Reserve 
official, Voelcker knows a bit more about banks 
than most, and appears to bring some sanity to 
a banking system that managed to morph into 
a casino.  Yet one wonders whether he had HFT 
in mind with his comments, or whether he knew 
anything about it if at all.  The large banks and a 
small number of proprietary trading funds have 
done an excellent job running their HFT opera-
tions in utmost secrecy so far.  

This article focuses on the intersection of banks’ 
HFT prop trading, and the impact on CTA and 
Global Macro strategies in specific.  We start with 
a brief historical preview to define the context 
and set an evolutionary baseline.

Background on Market-Making

Back in 1999, and based on an antitrust class-ac-
tion lawsuit alleging an industry-wide conspiracy 
amongst securities firms, the Justice Department 
charged 24 major securities firms with fixing 
transaction costs for investors and which resulted 

in higher trading costs for individual investors and 
institutions who bought or sold stocks.  Pursuing 
to the settlement, firms settled for US$1bn in 
damages, and which was the largest antitrust set-
tlement up to that point.  Moreover, these firms 
became required to monitor and record telephone 
conversations of their Nasdaq traders.

The basics of what became known as the “mar-
ket-makers Nasdaq rig” was to force the buyers 
and sellers to pay a needless and inflated bid-ask 
spread of 25 cents – essentially preventing the in-
vestors buy and sell orders of interacting directly 
and to be matched at a lower spread.

Quoting Attorney General Janet Reno: “We have 
found substantial evidence of coercion and other 
misconduct in this industry… As a result of this 
conduct, American investors had to pay more to 
buy and sell stocks than they would have if there 
had been true competition.”

More interesting than the incriminating evidence 
uncovered, is the widespread collective collusion 
revealed at these 24 major securities firms.  

In that respect, being able to pay a billion dollar 

In the second of a series of articles, Karim Taleb gives us an 
overview of the intersection of banks’ HFT prop trading, and 
specifically the impact on CTA and Global Macro strategies

fine could prove the easy part compared to being 
able to make a cultural change towards working 
with integrity.

Presumably, the banks and dealers promised not 
to do it again after that case – or perhaps unless 
they could do so without getting caught.

The HFT’s Claim to Making-Markets

Monetising the flow under labels of “market-mak-
ing” or “liquidity-provisioning” has long been an 
obsessive fantasy of the large banks – an obses-
sion similar to that of Wile E. Coyote, who neither 
spared any means nor ever lacked imagination 
when planning how to catch the Road Runner.

The reader is likely familiar with how a dripping 
faucet could easily fill the sink or tub within 
hours, so what if the global financial markets 
could be systematically scanned and skimmed 
at the source, one “drop” at a time?  While the 
typical investor primarily looks at being dol-
lar-wise, banks have not been blind to the pennies 
that would pile up from such wisdom, and in fact 
extremely motivated to pick up loose change; the 
recurring revenue potential is huge. 

With regulators either asleep at the wheel or too 
busy keeping up with the Madoff’s and a growing 
list of financial fraud, it made perfect sense for 
the banks to deploy silent and automated HFT 
algorithms to collect change here and here in the 
markets, it seems.

While there was a time when market-making was 
a genuine function offered by banks with access 
to a broad client base, this function is no longer 
required for most publicly traded securities.

Available connectivity and trading technology 
fully enables buyers and sellers to transact on 

While the typical 
investor primarily 
looks at being 
dollar-wise, banks 
have not been blind 
to the pennies that 
would pile up from 
such wisdom
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their own, and transactions would naturally flow 
between buyers and sellers by simply posting and 
resting their best bids and offers.  

Under such a clear and simple system, there is no 
need for liquidity intermediation and the market 
does not need “making”.

Paradoxically, technology has managed to 
remove intermediaries in almost every sector so 
far, ranging from booking travel to retail shop-
ping – except for Wall Street, whose co-located 
machines continue to disrupt trading traffic to 
take a toll on an otherwise natural buyer-seller 
transaction flow.

We also know that Wall Street banks have an 
active lobbying effort in Washington tasked to 
maintain these needless HFT intermediaries that 
work against the interest of the consumer and 
in opposition to the competitive principles that 
banks constantly preach to the real industry.

Fragmentation & Speed Allow Market Abuse

The growing prevalence of low-latency and 
high-frequency trading algorithms co-located just 
next to the matching-engines of the exchanges 
has unquestionably impacted the core of the 
financial markets and created a biased quotation 
and execution system.
  
This writer gave two presentations a couple of 
years ago on HFT entitled “The New Market 
Order” and “HFT: Order or Chaos?”.  In both talks, 
the characteristics of an inadequate market struc-
ture were described, and the consequences of an 
increased fragmentation, speed, and complexity 
were discussed.  One of the main points was that 
the micro-structure of the markets as initially 
designed, and later on revised by the exchanges, 
had not caught up with the fast technological 

propagation; the markets micro-structure hence 
remains too loose and open to abuse by low-la-
tency and high-frequency quoting and trading 
systems.  The effects of such structural changes 
are clear to the insiders and prop desks, and have 
subverted the integrity of the markets in a rela-
tively short time.

The increase in complexity for instance, and when 
coupled with automated trading, has undermined 
liquidity and price quality.  The deterioration is 
evident in both the increased intraday price vari-
ation and the amount of true posted liquidity and 
market depth.
  
The NBBO in a security, for instance, can now 
be caused to vary widely without even a single 
trade actually taking place, and based solely on 
manipulative quotation practices like “fluttering”.  
This misleads most investors or the 99.99% non-
HFT participants by causing them to react on such 
virtual and misleading price data.
  
While in the case of the Nasdaq Rig the evidence 
of manipulation could be clearly gathered and 
assembled, leaving no room for doubt, HFT comes 
with a twist and a mask where the fingerprints are 
well camouflaged under terabytes of stored data 
and which are practically impossible to trace.

Lurking behind a complex network of hardware 
and software setups, and spread over various 
remote locations away from public view, the 
job of identifying a needle in a haystack looks 
trivial in comparison.  With spam quotations and 
cancellations reaching the rate of millions per 
second, and sent by computers and not humans, 
the exchanges are having trouble just keeping up 
with the hardware requirements to operate such a 
network and store the sheer amount of worthless 
data it generates.  

On the regulatory front, and as evidenced in 
various independent and much simpler cases, 
regulators remain well behind in understanding 
how the markets have morphed with technology, 
and what is actually going on.  

Some well-intended officials have publicly stated 
and alluded that the problem with HFT is mainly 
those “cheetah traders”, almost hinting that the 
problem lies with the smaller proprietary trading 
firms capable of deploying poorly designed or 
tested algorithms which could go rogue and cre-
ate chaos in the market.

As a matter of priority, this writer posits the 
opposite in this article: The real and sustained 
damage to the markets is being done by the prop 
desks of the large banks, and not by the typical 
firm trading with a limited capital and a limited 
technology budget.   

With all other variables remaining constant, it is 
precisely the inordinate scale of the large banks 
which is abusive to the markets, and which becomes 
evidently excessive when coupled with HFT.
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